Growth Marketing

Bootcamp
8 Week, Part-Time, Virtual, and Intense

Note from the
Program Director

A good marketer doesn’t fail with a failed experiment.
In fact, failure is the quickest way to gain valuable
information and move one step closer to success.
Keep experimenting. Keep growing. 


Through this program we aim to distill hard-earned
insights, frameworks, and systems from tech’s top
leaders and delivers decades of career experience in
just 8 weeks.



SLunia

Sharad Lunia
Founder and Program Director

Once upon a time marketers would sit in a room and come up with punchy
slogans that WOWED their prospects/consumers. 

And that was it… BOOM!!! But now it’s a different ball game—folks. 


The new way

marketing

game

It’s 2021, and marketing is fast evolving! 

Successful marketers today are more technical, analytical, and even
psychological. They need to work hand in hand with product & design teams to
drive growth. Acquiring users isnt enough, onboarding them & retaining them is
more critical.

The days of making decisions based on gut feeling are over. Ditto to making
decisions based solely on the using the HiPPO strategy (highest paid person’s
opinion). This new and powerful way of building a loyal user base has a name:
growth marketing.

The modern growth marketer dives deep into the data to figure out what
strategies are working by relentlessly experimenting. Through this program we
aim to make you experience (and learn!) this culture of driving growth.

What’s this “growth” game about?
Try. Experiment 1. Iterate. Fail. Try
Experiment 2. Grow 20X...
Growth is a stochastic process, like biological evolution. This means
there is an element of randomness to the strategies that might work.
The only way to be certain what will be a fruitful road to go down is to
start throwing things at the wall and see what sticks.


One needs to be highly involved in shaping a strategy, trying new
experiments, and failing fast to quickly zero in on what works. Work
tirelessly to find innovative ways to drive user acquisition, keep
customers engaged, retain them, and ultimately turn them into brand
champions. Every surviving business irrespective of size, industry,
turnover needs one key thing - “growth”.


Irrespective if you are a founder, a part of the marketing team or
involved in building product if you want the company to grow. Growth
Marketing is your call. Learn to become a pro experimentor to drive
data around for your company.

8 weeks of the program
is focused on metrics, marketing, and growth entailing the following topics:

Week 1 : Building Acquisition Growth Loops
Once you build a firm foundation, you need a compounding growth strategy. We’ll cover the different
types of Growth Loops, understand which ones work for your product, and build an acquisition
strategy to optimise your CAC.

Week 2 : Improving Activation Rates
Identify intrinsic and extrinsic drivers that influences users activation. Explore methods of reducing
and monitoring any friction. Understand the data that drives user behavior to make data driven
decisions about product.

Week 3 : Measuring and Improving Retention
Learn proven frameworks that you can use throughout your growth journey to retain, engage, and
resurrect users to being loyal customers and ambassadors. Build methodical and systematic
approach for long term retention.




Week 4 : Building a Monetization Strategy
The integral pillar of growth is your monetization strategy. We’ll identify how your monetization
strategy is enabling or disabling your growth, how to analyze it, and identify improvements you can
make. 


Week 5 : Build Growth Models and Define your North Star Metrics
Create your Growth Equation determining your orth tar. Learn to build a culture of repeated
experimentation. Establishing hypothesis, designing tests validating outcomes. Learn building a
sustainable growth model.
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Grab the growth mindset to rethink user journey and the strategies you used until now. Learn
methods to diagnose problems early at various steps in your loop and unlock the most common
constraints. osition right and build disruptive growth flywheel for your business.
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Build a growth model for your company from scratch. ight from Acquisition, Onboarding,
Engagement, etention and onetization. hare your model with the cohort and experts for
feedback.
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Learn from top Growth Marketers

We’ve onboarded the best growth marketers across leading companies to join
us & share their insights during the program.

Akshay Surendra

Ex - Head of User Growth

at Dunzo | Zomato | 1mg

Shalin Bhatt

Ex - Head of Growth

at Zomato

Ameet Phadke

AVP of Growth Marketing

at Rebel Foods

Shreshta Vohra

Varun Mishra

Akash Shrivastava

Amrendra Shukla

Yatin Garg

Rubi Gupta

Senior Manager Growth

at Supr Daily

Vice President - Growth

at Classplus

Head of Growth Analytics

at Grofers | Ex - Myntra

Director of Growth at
Cashkaro

Head of Growth Marketing

at Livspace

AVP Marketing & Growth

at Spinny

Program Director

Harneet Bhalla

Growth Marketing Manager 

at Glance|Ex-1mg




Harneet has empowered more than 5 Fortune 500 companies, multiple start-ups,
celebrities and thousands of others through his growth marketing insights. Has
been an active speaker at various forums and conferences including TEDx GLAU
and IIT Bombay. Featured on a number of podcasts across USA, UK, Canada and
India. Over 9 years of experience in establishing marketing teams from scratch,
set-up teams, processes, technology & operations, substantially scaled them up
in terms of marketing campaigns capabilities & business objectives they’re
equipped to achieve.

Who is it for ?
Marketing Professionals

Product Marketers & Early Growth Marketers

Want to learn FB/ Google Ads or using Digiital marketing tools

Freshers/ Students

How much time will you
need to contribute ?
LIVE Classes & Brainstorming
Saturdays: 10am - 12:00pm

Office Hours and Discussions
Saturdays 9:30 am to 10 am

Guest Sessions (when scheduled)
Saturdays (1:30 -3:30 pm)

What’s after the
bootcamp ?
Build Meaningful Relationship With Other Top
Practitioners
Having a strong network of relationships with other top marketers that you
can learn. Learn new ways and techniques like never before.

Access to growth genius’ LIVE sessions
The deepest insights are in the heads of the top practitioners. Top growth
marketers share these valuable insights 1:1 every week with you.

Learn Actionable, Strategic, and Practical
Frameworks
We will enable you with a set of actionable frameworks that you can apply
to your own marketing plan to scale your company

How do 

you get in ?
Our highly selective admission process helps us bring together
amazing marketers and innovators for this journey. We wish to only
have the passionate ones here and handhold them to create some
amazing growth marketers.


The process involves filling in an application that gives us an insight
into your background, experience, and most importantly, the way you
think. If your application meets the mark, we will invite you for an
interview to assess a mutual fit, beyond which we’ll ask you to book
your seat.


It’s simple but it isn’t easy. 35 seats Only.

Ready to Start
We are an online marketing school out there to create the best
experimentors who can help companies grow exponentially.


We expect you to be with us 5 hours a week, during weekends for 8
weeks. Put on your growth cape and give 200% percent.

The bootcamp fees:

Rs 25,000
20,000 [

Based on your profile and interview, we also offer scholarships to
the deserving applicants.

